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ABSTRACT 

Previous studies have identified meteorological variables linked with intense mesoscale 

convective systems (MCSs) known as derecho-producing MCSs (DCSs).  The prediction of 

MCS intensity is of concern to operational meteorologists, and this study provides discussion on 

meteorological variables derived from proximity soundings that can be used to discriminate 

among DCSs, severe but non derecho-producing MCSs (SCSs), and non severe MCSs (NCSs).  

These variables have been grouped into three categories: kinematics, instability, and moisture.  

Two-hundred sixty-nine warm season MCSs were rated based on intensity, and the stage of each 

system within the typical MCS lifecycle was assessed.  Decaying and dissipating MCSs were 

removed from the data set to focus on the most intense stages of the MCS lifecycle.  Variables 

were calculated from proximity soundings associated with each MCS, and statistical analyses 

were performed on these calculations.  System-relative inflow and mid-level environmental lapse 

rates were found to be variables that discriminate among all three MCS environments.  

Knowledge of the variables affecting MCS intensity can allow for improved forecasts and 

warnings of convective wind events. 
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1. Introduction 

Organized thunderstorms can produce widespread damaging winds responsible for 

casualties.  Organized thunderstorms meeting particular spatial and temporal requirements have 

been termed mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) (Parker and Johnson 2000).  Knowledge of 

environmental parameters useful in predicting MCS intensity, especially the most intense and 

long-lasting MCSs known as derecho-producing MCSs (DCSs), is essential in operational 

meteorology. 

 One of the first detailed examinations of DCSs was Johns and Hirt (1987), whose work 

was based on a data set of 70 MCSs occurring during the warm season (May through August of 

1980 through 1983).  This study discussed the relationship between MCS position, motion, and 

synoptic scale boundaries.  Additionally, Johns and Hirt (1987) found that dry air in mid levels 

overlaying moist air in low levels was associated with DCS environments.  This was found to 

result in enhanced negative buoyancy in the low levels.  The Johns and Hirt (1987) study also 

found that large negative LIs were associated with DCS environments. 

 Evans and Doswell (2001) examined 67 DCSs that occurred year-round.  As in Johns and 

Hirt (1987), relatively strong mean flow was linked with DCSs, but Evans and Doswell (2001) 

also linked low-level and mid-level system relative winds to DCSs.  Forcing on the synoptic 

scale was found to affect the convective available potential energy (CAPE) and wind shear 

environments, which exhibited high variability among the DCSs studied.   

 Coniglio et al. (2004) used proximity soundings to determine characteristics of DCS 

environments during the various stages of a typical DCS’s lifecycle, as well as the synoptic-scale 

forcing patterns that support DCSs.  One of the environmental variables considered was the 

vertical gradient of theta-e (θe). 
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 While many features of DCS environments have been discussed in the aforementioned 

investigations, a study on the variables that discriminate specifically among non severe, severe 

but non derecho-producing, and derecho-producing MCS environments has not yet been 

presented.  Accordingly, the purpose of the present work is to examaine the meteorological 

variables derived from proximity soundings that are most likely to predict MCS intensity.  

Section 2 describes the data set of MCSs considered in this study, as well as the scheme used to 

rate the MCSs in the data set.  Section 3 describes the statistical analyses applied to the data set.  

Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe the use of the kinematics, instability, and moisture variables, 

respectively, in MCS environment discrimination.  Results are summarized in section 7. 

 

2. MCS Data set and MCS Intensity Rating Scheme 

 Using archived radar images provided by the University Corporation for Atmospheric 

Research (UCAR), 269 MCSs were identified for this study.  These MCSs were also included in 

the Coniglio et al. (2005) data set.  These MCSs occurred east of the Rocky Mountains during 

each warm season (May through early September) from 1998 through 2004.  Each had an 

associated proximity sounding from upper air observations.  Each proximity sounding was 

selected so that, within three hours of the time of sounding data collection, the nearest part of the 

50 dBz radar reflectivity contour of the MCS was no more than 200 km from the selected 

sounding.  At the time of the proximity sounding, three additional pieces of information about 

the MCS were also assessed using the radar data: the speed and direction of the leading-line 

MCS motion, and the stage of the MCS in its lifecycle.  The four lifecycle stages used to classify 

MCSs in this study were (1) initial cells prior to MCS development, (2) mature MCS with 

strengthening or quasi-steady high reflectivity (50 dBZ or higher), (3) mature MCS with 
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significantly weakening or shrinking areas of high reflectivity, and (4) the loss of MCS 

organization and its areas of high reflectivity. 

Following the above preliminary work, each MCS was subjectively rated on the basis of 

intensity.  The three categories of intensity considered for each MCS were non severe MCSs 

(NCSs), severe but non derecho-producing MCSs (SCSs), and derecho-producing MCSs (DCSs).  

Since this study focuses on the convective systems that produce severe wind, MCS intensity was 

based solely on severe wind reports.  Classification of each MCS required subjectivity, and the 

criteria used are broad.   

The two tools used to classify MCS intensity were national radar images from the UCAR 

archive and storm reports from the Storm Prediction Center (SPC) data base.  For all 269 MCSs, 

the number and intensity of severe wind reports produced by the MCS were determined using 

SeverePlot (Hart and Janish 2003).  Since SeverePlot did not provide storm reports for 2004 at 

the time of classification, the “Storm Reports” page from the SPC website (available online: 

http://www.spc.noaa.gov/climo) was used to perform the same classification process. 

As mentioned earlier, the intensity classification criteria applied in this study are broad.   

Several of these criteria, especially for the identification of DCSs, were adapted from the 

discussion provided in Coniglio et al. (2004).  For an MCS to be classified as an SCS or as a 

DCS, it must have produced at least six severe wind reports.  If an MCS did not meet this 

criterion, then it was classified as an NCS. 

Three criteria were used to classify an MCS as a DCS: (1) there were at least 6 severe 

wind reports produced by the single MCS as recorded in SeverePlot or “Storm Reports,” (2) 

successive severe wind reports occurred within 3 hours or 250 km of each other, and 
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(3) the major axis length connecting the initial and final severe wind reports was at least 400 km 

long.  If the MCS did not meet these criteria, then it was classified as an SCS. 

 As mentioned above, “severe wind reports” were used as the basis of MCS intensity.  

However, not all reports of “severe” convective winds are associated with measured wind gusts 

greater than or equal to 50 knots (the weakest possible gust speed considered, by National 

Weather Service definition, to be severe).  Therefore, some of the MCSs may have been under- 

or over-estimated in intensity due to inaccurate reporting and/or a lack of observed severe wind 

events (see Weiss et al. 2002 for further discussion on problems with the severe convective wind 

data base).  Figure 1 shows sample wind damage and severe wind gust report distributions 

produced by an NCS, an SCS, and a DCS.  These distributions were generated from SeverePlot. 

 Once the data set was stratified by MCS intensity, it was further classified by the stage of 

the MCS in its lifecycle.  All MCSs that were decaying or dissipating (i.e. within the third and 

fourth stages of a typical MCS lifecycle mentioned earlier) were removed from the data set to 

focus on the most intense stages of the MCS lifecycle.  This was done so that quantities 

calculated from the proximity soundings would best represent the MCS when it was most 

intense. 

 After the above two stratifications were made, a total of 49 NCSs, 87 SCSs, and 52 DCSs 

were identified. 

 

3. Statistical Methods 

 A total of 258 variables were calculated using data collected from proximity soundings 

associated with each MCS.  These variables were grouped into three categories: kinematics, 

instability, and moisture.  This study focuses on the 63 variables that were found to best 
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discriminate among the three MCS intensities.  For each variable, the sample mean, standard 

deviation, and 99% confidence interval were calculated for each of the three MCS intensities.  

Figures 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 show the mean and upper and lower limits of the 99% confidence 

interval of the three MCS intensities.  A table listing a description and unit of measurement used 

for each of the variables considered is given in Table 1. 

 Hypothesis testing showed low probabilities (P-Values) that the sample means between 

any two MCS intensities were the same for several variables.  The corresponding absolute values 

of Z-Scores were also calculated.  In this study, absolute values of Z-Scores (P-Values) above 

1.645 or 2.33 (below 0.10 or 0.02) are considered to indicate if a variable does a good job or an 

excellent job, respectively, discriminating between two MCS intensities.  Absolute values of Z-

Scores and P-Values for each variable are displayed in Figures 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11.  In determining 

the P-Values, it was assumed that the data was distributed in a two-tailed t-distribution.  

Additionally, when comparing the standard deviation of population means, the standard 

deviation of any variable was assumed to be the same among the two compared MCS intensities.  

Z-Scores were calculated from P-Values, and it was assumed that the P-Values are normally 

distributed. 

 

4. Kinematics variables 

Within the mid and upper troposphere, mean winds were found to be excellent 

discriminators between SCS and DCS environments and between NCS and DCS environments 

(Figs. 2 and 3).  This suggests that downward transport of fast horizontal winds aloft occurs with 

DCSs and is responsible for a significant part of the damaging surface winds observed. 
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This study also found that, with increasing MCS intensity, the MCS speed also increased.   

From Corfidi 2003, increasing mean mid- and upper-level environmental wind speeds were 

associated with increasing MCS speed.  Since mean mid- and upper-level environmental wind 

speeds were found to be linked with MCS intensity, the link between MCS intensity and MCS 

speed is consistent. 

 The angle between the mean wind vector and the MCS motion vector was also studied.  

For DCSs, this angle exhibited the smallest variability, indicated by the smallest 99% confidence 

intervals (Figs. 2 and 3).  This angle was found to be positive, but near zero, and did an excellent 

job discriminating between NCSs and DCSs for 0-8 km and 0-10 km mean winds.  A positive 

angle indicates MCS motion to the right of the mean wind vector.   

This result supports the technique to determine the net MCS motion vector given in 

Corfidi (2003).  The fast mean winds associated with DCSs yield a strong dominance of the 

mean wind vector over the propagation vector.  It is reasonable that the mean wind vector in 

several layers of the troposphere and the MCS motion vector would be nearly parallel, with a 

slight component of the MCS motion vector to the right of the mean wind vector due to cell 

propagation. 

The magnitudes of the wind shear vectors were found to be largest in DCS environments 

(Figs. 2 and 3).  The mean shear in the 0-6 km, 0-8 km, 0-4 km, 4-8 km, and 0-10 km layers was 

found to discriminate very well between SCS and DCS and between NCS and DCS 

environments.  However, wind shear generally does not do as well discriminating among the 

MCS environments as does mean wind speed, as indicated by the higher P-Values for wind shear 

variables. 
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The effect of wind shear on MCS intensity may be explained by the conceptual model 

that describes the effects of wind shear on MCSs presented by Weisman et al. (1988).  Weisman 

et al. (1988) described the importance of environmental wind shear in the interaction and 

development of a cold pool in a strong MCS.  Model simulations indicated that wind shear in 

severe MCS environments is large enough to balance this cold pool.  This balance implies 

generation of upright convective cells, initially, before enough horizontal vorticity generated by 

the cold pool causes the cells to tilt upwind and a rear-inflow jet to form that descends toward the 

surface.  This rear-inflow jet enhances surface winds.  Assuming that this model provides an 

accurate depiction of the real atmosphere, the results of this study are reasonable, as this study 

found that MCS intensity increases with increasing shear. 

 However, the observed values of the environmental wind shear may not be strong enough 

to balance the cold pool as described above.  The model presented in Weisman et al. (1988) 

assumed that the environmental shear would be large enough to balance the cold pool.  In 

comments made to Weisman and Rotunno (2004) in Stensrud et al. (2004), the large low-level 

shear values needed to balance the cold pool to produce persistent DCS structures are not found 

to occur in the atmosphere.  Additionally, the cold pool balance suggested by the model is not 

supported by observational data.  Shear exists in a much deeper portion of the real atmosphere 

compared to the more confined layer used in the modeling studies, which formed the basis of 

Weisman et al. (1988).   

Whether or not the environmental wind shear is strong enough in any MCS environment 

to balance the cold pool, the cold pool enhances convergence, lift, and convection on its leading 

edge.  These processes can lead to enhanced surface winds.   
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The increase of shear with increasing MCS intensity may be related to the interaction 

between shear strength and mean wind speed strength.  As mentioned earlier, relatively strong 

mean winds were found to be linked with DCSs, which may imply that large shear magnitudes 

may be linked with DCSs (Figs. 2 and 3), as mean winds and wind shear typically are correlated 

(Evans and Doswell 2001). 

 This study also found that the angle between the shear and the motion of an MCS is 

relatively small, but is a good discriminator for the 0-4 km, 0-6 km, and 0-10 km shear vectors 

(Figs. 4 and 5).  Small, nonzero angles were found to exist between the shear vectors in these 

layers and the MCS motion vector.  This indicates that MCSs have a tendency to move at a small 

angle to the shear vectors in these layers.  These results are consistent with observations.  MCSs 

have generally been observed to follow constant thickness lines, with lower thicknesses to the 

left of the motion (i.e. in the same direction as the thermal wind vector).  Since the thermal wind 

vector is the vertical shear of the horizontal wind vector, one would expect that the angle 

between the shear and MCS motion vectors would be relatively small, as found in this study.  

This angle is nonzero due to effect of cell propagation on net MCS motion.  The angle was found 

to be much smaller for DCSs, indicating that DCSs tend to follow the shear vector more closely 

than SCSs. 

 The projection of the shear vector onto the MCS motion vector discriminates quite well 

among MCS environments (Figs. 4 and 5).  Additionally, this projection is of similar length to 

the magnitude of the shear vector.  The magnitude of the component of the shear in the direction 

of the MCS would likely be almost identical to the magnitude of the shear within the same layer.  

Both the angle between the shear and MCS motion vector, as well as the component of the shear 

in the direction of the MCS motion vector, may also be associated with other MCS phenomena, 
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including the way in which hydrometeors are distributed with respect to the motion of the MCS 

(Parker and Johnson 2000). 

 Evans and Doswell (2001) identified the importance of system-relative inflow as a 

discriminator among non DCS and DCS environments, especially within the 0-2-km layer.  They 

attributed this finding to the faster motion of DCSs over non DCSs.  In this study, MCS speed 

was confirmed to increase with increasing inflow speed.  In fact, MCS speed was found to be an 

excellent discriminator among MCS environments.  In this study, negative system relative winds 

indicate inflow.  Therefore, mean system-relative inflow was found to increase with increasing 

MCS speed, and was found to be a good discriminator among all three MCS environments (Figs. 

4 and 5), consistent with findings in Evans and Doswell (2001). 

 The average top of the inflow layer was calculated among each MCS grouping and was 

also found to discriminate quite well among the MCS environments. The average top of inflow 

layer was shown to increase as MCS intensity increases (Figs. 4 and 5).  The total effect of the 

system- relative inflow can be found by summing the inflow winds at every level within the 

inflow layer.  Because of the relationship between a thicker inflow layer and MCS intensity, a 

thicker inflow layer may imply a stronger MCS. 

 

5. Instability variables 

 Several instability variables do quite well discriminating among the MCS environments 

(Figs. 6 and 7).  Environmental lapse rates within several layers of the troposphere and several 

variations of CAPE and EL are good discriminators among MCS environments.  In fact, of all 

the groups of variables considered in this study, instability variables appear to be best in 

discriminating, as their P-Values are lowest, on average. 
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In this study, the CAPE and EL were determined several different ways.  These ways 

include lifting the surface-based and most unstable parcel, lifting the mixed layer adjacent to the 

surface, and lifting the most unstable mixed layer.  Downdraft CAPE (DCAPE) also was 

calculated (Gilmore and Wicker 1998). 

The EL resulting from the lifting of any parcel or mixed layer was found to be an 

excellent discriminator among all three categories of MCS environments.  Surprisingly, the EL 

associated with DCSs was found to be lower than that of SCSs but larger than that of NCSs.  

Lower ELs, on average, were found to be associated with smaller CAPE values. 

This study found that CAPE is not a good discriminator between SCS and DCS 

environments, but is between the other two sets of MCS environments.  In fact, average CAPE 

was found to be smaller in DCS than in SCS environments in some cases.  This may be due to 

the impact of the horizontal distribution of the CAPE relative to the MCS, which would not be 

reflected in a one-dimensional proximity sounding.  A given CAPE distribution may yield a DCS 

environment, while another CAPE distribution may yield an SCS environment.  CAPE may also 

fail to discriminate well between SCS and DCS environments in this study, because the data set 

may have included DCSs that could have thrived in strongly forced environments with smaller 

CAPE, lowering the mean CAPE for DCSs environments. 

 Evans and Doswell (2001) indicated that DCAPE can be considered as an approximation 

of the cold pool strength.  As mentioned in the kinematics section, the cold pool is responsible 

for enhanced convergence and convection.  Environmental shear enhances the cold pool by 

separating the updraft from precipitation.  It was found that, as environmental shear increases, so 

does MCS intensity, and thus cold pool strength.  This is consistent with finding increasing 
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DCAPE with increasing MCS intensity.  In fact, DCAPE was found to be a very good 

discriminator among the MCS environments. 

Tropospheric environmental lapse rates also describe instability.  Despite CAPE being 

larger for SCSs than for DCSs and NCSs, the environmental lapse rate was found to be largest 

for DCSs in the 2-4 km, 4-6 km, and 6-8 km layers (Figs. 8 and 9).  The 4-6 km and 4-8 km 

environmental lapse rates both discriminate among all three MCS environments with P-Values 

below 0.10, especially between SCS and DCS environments.  While the CAPE associated with 

DCSs was found to be relatively smaller than that associated with SCSs, the environmental lapse 

rate was found to be largest in DCS environments.  Because the environmental lapse rate is not 

an integrated quantity, as is CAPE, environmental lapse rate is more likely to uncover some 

small-scale instability features in the vertical masked by CAPE.  So, in measuring instability, 

mid-level environmental lapse rates may generally be better discriminators than CAPE.  

However, as with CAPE, the horizontal distribution of the environmental lapse rate may also 

affect MCS intensity, which cannot be determined by a proximity sounding. 

 

6. Moisture variables 

 Theat-e (θe) is a measure of moisture.  A vertical gradient in θe with height was 

considered in this study.  A positive vertical gradient in θe means that θe increases with height, 

and a negative vertical gradient means that θe decreases with height (Figs. 10 and 11).  Coniglio 

et al. (2004) found that MCSs were generally weakening where the vertical gradient in θe was 

relatively smaller, although not significantly.  In this study, a vertical gradient in θe with height 

was found to be an excellent discriminator between NCS and SCS environments.  This was 

especially the case for the near-surface to mid-level gradients.  The gradient was found to be 
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least negative for NCSs and generally most negative for SCSs and DCSs, which indicates that θe 

falls more rapidly with height in SCS and DCS environments than in NCS environments. 

Therefore, a vertical gradient of θe is likely linked with any wind damage potential, and 

may depend on entrainment in mid-levels, as indicated in Wakimoto (2001).  The dry air at mid 

levels, marked by relatively low θe values, leads to entrainment of dry air into the downdraft.  

This causes a relative increase in downdraft density, since the density of dry air is larger than the 

density of moist air.  This dry air entrainment helps generate evaporational cooling, which helps 

enhance the negative buoyancy of the downdraft at mid levels.  Then, with a relatively moist and 

less dense environment at low levels, marked by a higher θe, the relative density difference 

between the descending parcel and its environment is enhanced.  In MCSs with nearly saturated 

thermodynamic profiles throughout the entire troposphere, θe varies much less with height 

producing a lower gradient in θe.  In these nearly saturated profiles, the processes of entraining 

the denser, drier air and the resulting evaporational cooling would occur relatively less, and 

downdrafts would be weaker. 

 The precipitable water (PWAT) was calculated and was found to be a very good 

discriminator between SCS and DCS environments.  The PWAT was found to be smaller in DCS 

than in SCS environments.  As mentioned above, a vertical gradient in θe, representing dry mid 

levels overlaying moist low levels, was found to be important for an enhanced downdraft.  If the 

above description of downdraft enhancing truly applies in the real atmosphere, then a large 

negative vertical gradient in θe would be usually more associated with DCS environments than 

SCS environments.  This would not necessarily be apparent from the layers of vertical gradient 

of θe considered in this study.  With drier mid levels in DCS than in SCS environments, larger 

negative gradients exist in DCS environments than in SCS environments.  So, PWAT, which 
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involves the integration of moisture throughout the depth of the atmosphere, would be lower in 

DCS environments than in SCS environments.  This is consistent with the results in this study 

that PWAT discriminates well between DCS and SCS environments. 

 

7. Conclusions 

 This study provided discussion of several meteorological variables that can be used to 

discriminate among MCS environments.  The three MCS environments considered were non 

severe MCS (NCS), severe but non derecho-producing MCS (SCS), and derecho-producing 

MCS (DCS) environments.  Variables that increase with increasing MCS intensity and that are 

very good discriminators include mid-level environmental lapse rates, mean mid- and upper-

level winds, and deep-layer wind shear.  This study also showed that CAPE discriminates well 

between NCS and SCS environments and between NCS and DCS environments, but not between 

SCS and DCS environments.  The horizontal distribution of CAPE may discriminate between 

these SCS and DCS environments. 

Relationships studied in two papers, Corfidi (2003) and Evans and Doswell (2001) were 

also explored in this study, and several of their results were verified.  For example, Corfidi 

(2003) suggested adding the advective component of motion, represented by the mean cloud-

layer wind, twice to the propagation vector to get net MCS motion.  This seems reasonable to do, 

since MCS motion was found to increase with increasing MCS intensity, just as mean wind 

speed did.  It was also found in this study that there exists a relationship between EL and CAPE 

and that, in some cases, EL height better discriminates among MCS environments than does 

CAPE.  System-relative inflow was also found to be important in this study, as was found by 
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Evans and Doswell (2001), and this variable was found to be an excellent discriminator among 

MCS environments. 

This study provided a description of the environments favoring MCS severity based on 

the analysis of numerous variables and how these variables change specifically in the vertical.  

This, itself, gives a clearer understanding of the vertical structure of the atmosphere and the way 

that structure relates to MCS intensity.  Combined with an understanding on how the horizontal 

distribution of these variables affects MCS intensity, one can gain a more complete 

understanding of the factors contributing to MCS intensity. 
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Table 1 

List of Variables, Their Meanings, and Units 

 

“A-B km” denotes the layer bounded by the A-km level and the B-km level. 
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FIG. 1. (a) Wind damage and severe wind gust report distributions associated with an NCS, (b) 

an SCS, and (c) a DCS.   
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FIG 2. Means and upper and lower bounds on the 99% confidence interval shown by small 

white, grey, and black squares, respectively, for NCSs, SCSs, and DCSs for kinematics variables 

in several layers of the atmosphere. 

 

FIG 3. Absolute values of Z-Scores and P-Values resulting from hypothesis testing shown by 

white, grey, and black bars, respectively, between NCSs and SCSs, SCSs and DCSs, and NCSs 

and DCSs for kinematics variables in several layers of the atmosphere. 
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FIG 4. Same as in Fig. 2, except for kinematics angle and inflow variables. 

FIG 5. Same as in Fig. 3, except for kinematics angle and inflow variables.  
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FIG 6. Same as in Fig. 2, except for CAPE and EL variables. 

 

FIG 7. Same as in Fig. 3 except for CAPE and EL variables. 
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FIG 8. Same as in Fig. 2, except for environmental lapse rate variables.  

FIG 9. Same as in Fig. 3, except for environmental lapse rate variables. 
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FIG 10. Same as in Fig. 2, except for moisture variables. 

 

FIG 11. Same as in Fig. 3, except for moisture variables. 
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